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2012 KEURING REPORTS

Windy Knoll Farms – Sullivan, OH
Hosts: Adelbert Webber
Jury: René van der Kuil, Netherlands; Lana Sneddon, Indiana
We are always looking for photos
of the horses at the keuring. If you
have any, please send them to the
Office. The photos for ‘keuring
results’ can be low resolution.
For horses in the Top Fives, please
send photos that are a minimum
of 300 dpi and 4” x 6” in size.

The 2012 Keurings are off to an early start with the Harness horses at the Beautiful
Windy Knoll Farm in Sullivan, OH, on August 3, 2012. Thank you to our host,
Adelbert Webber, Debbie and Ron Egan and the numerous people it take to pull a
big event like this together.
KWPN-NA Keuring
The morning started out very warm and humid with forecast that would be close to
100 degrees. The Midwest has had a record setting summer; this is the hottest
summer in over 50+ years.
The foal champion was a bay filly Honey-O-Mendrini sired by Zion-JC and out of the
keur mare, Mendrini (Gelviro x Gendrini keur pref x Allegro). Bred and owned by
Daniel L Allgyer. Honey-O-Mendrini, a fancy filly with a correct structure that should
have longer lines but when she moved her lines grew. In movement she was
balanced, had very good use of her neck. She should show a more powerful hind leg
but her front leg technique was good. Honey-O-Mendrini was also the Grand
champion of the day.
Our reserve champion foal was the colt Harley, sired by Whiskei and out Angel
(Jonker x Erina keur pref sport x Waterman pref). Bred and owned by Steven
Graber. Harley is an expressive, long lined colt with a correct foundation. In
movement Harley should show more power.

Please remember that these remarks
are for a snapshot in the lifetime of
these horses. We encourage owners
and breeders to attend keurings
whenever possible for further
evaluation of their horses, their
breeding goals and breeding
directions.

The day did not end at the conclusion of the Keuring. There was a lot more fun to be
had. The kids played games, the adults talked horses, a sit down dinner for 100 +
and the day closed with a parade of stallions.
1st premiums
Honey-O-Mendrini (Zion-JC x Mendrini keur x Gelviro)
Harley (Whiskei x Angel x Jonker)
Highlighter (Vaandager HBC x Bureda star x Sander)

